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Our proposal:

Neural networks learn simpler functions first.
But how do we quantify simplicity?

Our approach:
We use the (Fourier) Spectrum.
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Our proposal becomes:

Neural networks learn lower frequencies first.
Green: NN Function

Blue: Target Function

Colorbar shows the Fourier amplitude of the network relative to the target.
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Why should I care?

One of the many reasons:

NN training is vulnerable against low frequency label noise.
Training with label noise

High frequency label noise leads to a dip in the validation loss.

Low frequency label noise does not... 😞

Validation loss on MNIST (w.r.t pure targets)
To learn how the manifold complexity attenuates the spectral bias, drop by at our poster! #72
Learning gets *easier* with *increasing* manifold complexity.

To express complex functions, the parameters must “*work together in harmony*”.

**Spoilers**
Thank you for your attention!